Office of Planning, Design and Construction

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY NOTICE

The ’62 CTD-Center Stage Lift Modification

December 6, 2016

Dates for Activity: December 12-16, 2016

Work Activities: Adding additional spiral to the Center Stage lift

Impact to Adjacencies:

- Between December 12-14, 2016 there will be welding in the Center Stage lift shaft. A welding unit will be located outside the 1st floor west door adjacent to loading dock. There will be continuous noise generated from this unit during the work days. There will be cables running along the floor from the door to the wagon room. Cables will be secured to avoid tripping hazards

- Smoke and heat detectors will be temporally disabled in the wagon room beneath the Center Stage during the welding work. Smoke will be vented out of the building and away from any occupied spaces

- During this week the lift, wagon room and Center Stage will be out of commission and access limited

- Use of the loading dock is expected throughout the week

- There may be power outages scheduled during this work and will be coordinated with CTD staff and facilities

- Hours of work will be 8:00 am.-4:00 pm

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact:

Craig Wilbur
Senior Project Manager
Williams College
413.597.4242
cw9@williams.edu